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About This Software

"Navigation Bar" is a specially developed for Windows10 users, applications, files, directories fast start navigation software!
Implement desktop no shortcut icon

It can greatly save the number of desktop icons, making the desktop more concise and refreshing! Users can drag and drop
commonly used apps, files, or directories onto the navigation bar. When the settings are automatically hidden, the navigation bar

hides to the top of the desktop, the mouse moves to the top of the desktop, and the navigation bar appears!

Make the desktop space larger, the switch between the application is more convenient, improve the work efficiency! You can
also add commonly used system features in the navigation bar to open more easily!
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A charming and straightforward little platformer - an enjoyable hour or two can be spent exploring and coin-collecting.. A bit
annoying that it doesn't come default with the DE, but it is easily worth it.. I can't quite put my finger on it, but this game really
scratches an itch for me. It's an interesting blend of old school X-Com, Minecraft, and a little bit of tower defense thrown in for
good measure. I find it hard to put down as there is a continual "in a few more seconds my next step in the grand plan will come
to fruition". It's definitely still being polished but there is a lot here to like already. I've easily gotten my money's worth already,
and am still discovering things each time I play.

HOWEVER: This is a game that is pretty safe to say died in early access. While I greatly enjoyed the time I put into it (almost
70 hours, wow), I cannot recommend its purchase to anyone at this time - the game is _playable_ but is pure sandbox now. If a
classic xcom-esque sandbox is your thing, maybe this is worth a look, but caveat emptor.

So changing my recommendation from "yes" to "no" - worth the price to me personally, but probably not for most.. after
hearing how bad the air time control was meant to be i wasnt real keen on buying it until i could wait no longer and bought it and
well everything feels amazing and with the air control feels sic people who are complaining are just to stupid to know how to do
it right. The game looked interesting, so I took a chance on it. I didnt even really get started before I found there was noway to
turn off the slide locomotion. no custom controls at all. I can't play with slide, makes me feel kinda sick. Hard to believe they
make these games with no way to turn it off, Lots of people don't care for, everyone should have a choice.
. It's a nicely animated CGI Movie about cought Fish in a Tank at some Vendor and their struggle to survive every Day and
maybe at last to break free.
It depicts the cruelty of Humans and is not suitable for younger Audiences.
Don't judge by the Screenshots, this is not Nemo.... As you can see by my hours played, this game is extremely fun and worth
every penny. I actually feel it is better than VRC pro, not neccesarily in realism, but in entertainment value and this game is still
early access. Keep up the amazing work bro!. An improvement over the original. Adding the open mic mode into the game
made it nearly infinitely better.

The only bad thing (imo) about the game is the multiplier cap and the perk that counteracts it. It really seems like a redundant
feature in the game.

Something that would be cool to add into the game, would be a magnet perk, for pick-ups. When you first purchase it, it has an
effect on a small area around your ship, but you could upgrade it to increase the size of the area of effect.

Leaderboard rankings based on time survived in survival and boss rosh would be cool as well, in addition to the already existing
ranks based on score.

I definitely recommend this game if you loved the original. Youtube, spotify, and other music apps would be happy as well, as it
easily promotes paying for their premium service so you can skip annoying ads while doing boss rush and survival runs.. this was
the first game i bought on steam, and still play the game regularly, great side scroller and a great little game 100% would
recomend to people looking for a cheap and cheerful game. Cayle George has made a great standalone escape game here. He's
pulled out all the classics yet didn't pull a single punch! Great fun, challenging, some mind-bending pathfinding and soap on a
rope. And I'll always cherish my Executive Plunger! What's not to love?
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Like the first part: great!
In comparison to the first part: Robert seems to have more problems with self-esteem, but the dialogues are still good.

The story has a modern theme and really shows you how stupid hatred is.. 7\/10 I would highly recommend this game for
anyone who enjoys Horror and stealth based games

Personal experience with game:
The RNG in this game hates me whenever i host a game. Start a round? here have 2 lucids inside your first house! leaving that
house? here's 3 more lucids bunched up in the street! Go into the maze? Here have 2 more lucids in the first room! About to get
last objective done? HERE HAVE SOME MORE LUCIDS HOW DOES 4 SOUND!

I am not even exaggerating i had other players joining me and they couldn't believe how many lucids i get in my games.

HOWEVER, this isn't a complaint i find this hilarious and has led me to laugh so much when i sneak by a lucid just to get a face
full of another right around the corner. This isn't even a fault with the game just my bad luck and i feel that my misfortune has
added a lot to my experience with this game.. Bad Bots is a retro inspired, side scrolling shoot-em-up, with a fun premise and
some entertaining moments. Unfortunately, it's also a one trick pony that starts to out stay it's welcome long before the final
credits roll. If you really want a trip down nostalgia lane there is fun to be had here but you'd be better spending you cash on
something like Shovel Knight if you want something a bit more quality.. It\u00b4s very good! For real training this one helps a
lot! I recommend.. I made a whole map in 3 miniutes.. Servers have died down a bit, but this is still a great, deep arcade-style
game.. Very Addictive game. Singleplayer means host your own LAN server, if you are one who cannot change their router
ports you might run in to problems.

The game gives you these poorly little notes as a guide, half the information on them is not needed for a new player, no hints
about place to look for food or water, how crafting works, literally is about carrying a tent. No point carrying a tent if you are
gonna die because you do not know what to do.

Refund request submitted, bad/no real tutorial, have to host my own LAN server just to play single player.

Pick up State of Decay for an exact feel, or 7 days to die for a much better zombie, survival, crafting game.. Like an fps
factorio !
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